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Things Every Home Should Have ctd...
Wondering what else you must have in your home? Here is a list with more must have pieces for
every household.

Art pieces that you love.
You do not have to break the bank to purchase one of these; there are more inexpensive options
you could use. Art gives a whole new feel to your space, and its meaning stays with you for a
lifetime. The piece doesn’t have to cost a fortune; it just has to speak to you.
A comfortable mattress.
We all look forward to the end of a long day when we get to rest. A soft comfortable mattress will
guarantee you a good night’s sleep so you wake up feeling well rested and ready to tackle the new
day.
A well-organized bookshelf.
Consider your shelf as the place to display your collection of best loved classics. You can change
out the books as often as you deem necessary to keep your collection up to date.
A house plant.
Even if you a renting out an apartment, having a house plant will make your living condition seem
more permanent. Plants add a pop of color and freshness to the room.
Bedside tables.
Invest in bedside tables, they provide optimal balance and an ultimate personal touch to your
bedroom. And they make very good stands for lamp shades and a good read for the night just
before bedtime.
A tool box
Every home must at least have in its possession a tool box with hammer, screw driver, a pair of
pliers handy for home maintenance and every day tasks that would require a bit more blunt force.
Candles
Candles have been used throughout time immemorial to provide light, warmth and ambience to a
room. They are a great way to bring calm and relaxation to the house, and are also a symbol of
romance. Every home should have a selection of candles that could come in handy in case of
power shortage.
Making up your home to your taste and preferences is entirely up to you, but there are definitely a
few things that are a must have for every house hold.
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